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a b s t r a c t
This paper proposes a novel Chaotic Predator–Prey Biogeography-Based Optimization (CPPBBO) approach
for solving the path planning problems of Uninhabited Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV). To generate optimal or
near-optimal ﬂight path, path planning is a key part of UCAV assignment planning system. The planned
path can ensure UCAV avoid hostile threats and safely reach an intended target with minimum fuel
cost. An improved biogeography-based optimization algorithm is presented for solving the optimization
problem in the path planning process. Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) is a new bio-inspired
optimization algorithm. This algorithm searches for global optimum mainly through two steps: migration
and mutation. To enhance the global convergence of the BBO algorithm, the chaos theory and the concept
of predator–prey are adopted to get new search mechanism. The comparative simulation results are given
to show that our proposed CPPBBO algorithm is more eﬃcient than basic BBO, CBBO and PPBBO in
solving the UCAV path planning problems.
© 2013 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Military operations are turning to more complex and advance
automation technologies for minimum risk and maximum eﬃciency, a critical piece to this strategy is Uninhabited Combat Air
Vehicles (UCAVs), owing to their potential to perform dangerous,
repetitive tasks in remote and hazardous environment [7]. Path
planning for UCAVs is intended to creating a ﬂight plan to guide
the UCAV from its initial position to the pre-arranged destination
under speciﬁc constraints, it is one of the essential parts of the
UCAV research. Series of algorithms have been proposed to solve
this complicated optimization problem, for example, Eva BesadaPortas presented a path planner for multiple Uninhabited Combat
Air Vehicles (UCAVs) based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for
realistic scenarios [3]. In Ref. [5], Duan et al. presented an Intelligent Water Drops (IWD) optimization algorithm for solving the
single UCAV path planning problems in various combating environments. In Ref. [14], a new vibrational genetic algorithm was
developed enhanced with a Voronoi diagram. In Ref. [8], a new
variant of PSO, named θ -QPSO algorithm was proposed and has
shown its high performance in solving path planning problem for
UAV in different known and static threat environments.
Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO), which is a new evolutionary optimization algorithm based on the science of biogeography for global optimization, was originally presented by Simon [16]
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in 2008. BBO has some features in common with other populationbased optimization algorithm, such as the ability to share information between candidate solutions. However, the BBO also has
certain features that differ from other population-based optimization methods. One of the characteristics of BBO is that it maintains
solutions from one iteration to the next and improved the solutions by migration [17]. As a popular and competitive optimization
approach, BBO has been applied to certain problems. What’s more,
several variations of BBO have been proposed to improve the optimization performance of the basic BBO and to solve a number of
constrained optimization problems. Wenyin Gong et al. extended
the original BBO and proposed a Real-Coded BBO (RCBBO) approach for the global optimization problems in the continuous
domain, and the mutation operator is integrated into RCBBO. In
this way, the diversity of the population can be improved, and
the exploration ability of RCBBO can be enhanced [9]. Seyed Habib
A. Rahmati et al. developed the migration operators of BBO for
searching a solution area of Flexible Job Shop Scheduling (FJSP)
problem and introduced BBO algorithm to scheduling area [15].
Ling Wang et al. proposed a hybridized BBO with DE, and a simplex search operator was used to design a hybrid algorithm called
SSBBODE, which combines the migration and mutation mechanism
to enhance the exploration and the exploitation ability [18]. Xiangtao Li et al. introduced multi-parent crossover to the standard BBO
and developed a Multi-Operator Biogeography-Based Optimization
(MOBBO) method, which cannot only satisfy a balance of exploration and exploitation but also improve the diversity of population [12].
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Fig. 1. Transformation of coordinates system.

In this paper, we propose a chaotic predator–prey biogeographybased optimization (CPPBBO) method, integrating the chaos theory
and the concept of predator–prey into the classical BBO, to solve
the UCAV path planning problem. First, we propose a new migration operation based on the chaos theory to generate new offspring
to ﬁnd the global optimal solution. Second, we include the concept
of predator–prey in BBO algorithm in order to improve its capability of ﬁnding satisfactory solutions and increasing the diversity of
the population. Simulation results and comparisons demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the threat resource and objective function in UCAV path
planning. Section 3 describes the principle of basic BBO algorithm, while Section 4 speciﬁes implementation procedure of our
proposed chaotic predator–prey BBO algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, series of comparative experiments with basic BBO, CBBO
and PPBBO are conducted. Our concluding remarks are contained
in the ﬁnal section.

quence to form a ﬂight path. In this way, the path planning problem is turning into optimizing the coordinate series to achieve a
superior ﬁtness value of the objective function.
To accelerate the search speed of the algorithm, we can let line
S T be the x axis and take the coordinate transformation on each
discrete point (x(k), y (k)) according to formula (1), where θ is the
angle that the original x axis counterclockwise rotate to parallel
segment S T , while (xs , y s ) represents the coordinates in the original coordinate system.







x  (k)
cos θ
=
y  (k)
− sin θ

sin θ
cos θ



x(k) − xs
y (k) − y s



(1)

As shown in Fig. 1, x coordinate of each point can be obtained
|S T |
by a simple formula x  (k) = D +1 · k, therefore the points collection

C can be simpliﬁed to C = {(0, 0), (x  (1), y  (1)), (x  (2), y  (2)), . . . ,
(x  (k), y  (k)), . . . , (x  ( D ), y  ( D )), (| S T |, 0)}, we also normalized
k
x  (k) = D +
when computing, and then multiplied it with | S T | af1
ter optimization, which can greatly reduce the computational cost
(see Fig. 2).

2. Problem formulation
2.2. The performance evaluation function of route optimization
2.1. Path elements model in UCAV path planning
Modeling of the threat sources is the key task in UCAV optimal
path planning. In an abstract term, path planning involves creating
a plan to guide a point-like object from its initial position to a destination waypoint [1]. In our model, the path planning process is
initialized by determining the start point as S and the target point
as T , as is shown in Fig. 1. There are some threatening areas in
the task region, such as missiles, radars, and artillery, which are
all presented in the form of a circle, inside of which will be vulnerable to the threat with a certain probability proportional to the
distance away from the threat center, while out of which will not
be attacked. The ﬂight task is to generate an optimal path between
S and T considering all these threatening areas and the fuel cost.
Firstly, we connect point S and point T , then divide segment S T into (D + 1) equal portions. Draw a vertical line of
S T at each segment point, this set of lines can be denoted as
L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L k , . . . , L D . Take a discrete point at each line, engendering a discrete points collection C = { S , (x(1), y (1)), (x(2), y (2)),
. . . , (x(k), y (k)), . . . , (x( D ), y ( D )), T }, and connect them in se-

The performance indicators of the UCAV route mainly include
the threat cost J t and the fuel cost J f , which can be evaluated as
follow [11,2]:

L
Jt =

w t dl

(2)

w f dl

(3)

0

L
Jf =
0

where w t and w f are variables closely related with the current
path and changing along with ‘l’, respectively presenting the threat
cost and fuel cost of each line segment on the path, while L is the
total length of the generated path.
In order to simplify the calculations, more eﬃcient approximation to the exact solution is adopted. In this work, threat cost of
each edge connecting two discrete points was calculated at ﬁve
points along it, as is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Typical UCAV battle ﬁeld model.

Fig. 3. Computation of threat cost.

If the ith edge is within the effect range, the threat cost associated with this threat is given by the expression [19].

w t ,L i =

Nt
Li 

5

+

·


tk ·

k =1

1
d40.7,i ,k

+

1
d40.1,i ,k
1

d40.9,i ,k

+


1
d40.3,i ,k

+

1
d40.5,i ,k
(4)

2.3. Restriction conditions

where N t is the number of threatening areas, L i is the ith sub-path
length, d0.1,i ,k is the distance from the 1/10 point on the ith edge
to the kth threat, and tk is the threat level of kth threat.
Assuming that the speed of UCAV is a constant, and then the
fuel cost of the path J f can be considered equal to L, the total
length of path.
As J t and J f have different dimensions, both of them were
normalized between zero and one before optimization. The total
cost for traveling along the trajectory comes from a weighted sum
of the threat and fuel costs, as is deﬁned in Eq. (5),

J = k J t + (1 − k) J f

value of k is normalized between zero to one (0.5 in our algorithm). When k is more approaching 0, a shorter path is needed
to be planned, and less attention is paid to the collision avoidance.
When k is more approaching 1 it requires avoiding the threat as
far as possible on the cost of sacriﬁcing the trajectory length. The
optimized path is founded only when function J reaches its minimal value.

Considering UCAV ﬂying under real air combat environment,
the various restriction conditions of UCAV must be taken into account to obtain an appropriate ﬂight path. The restrictions we
mainly consider are as follow:
(1) The maximum yawing angle ψmax . Supposed that the coordinate of the UCAV’s current location is (x1 , y 1 ), then the next
position (x2 , y 2 ) must satisfy






arctan y 2 − y 1   ψmax


x −x
2

(5)

where k is a variable determining the relative emphasis of the various cost components with respect to the overall cost function,
which gives the designer certain ﬂexibility to dispose relations between the threat exposition degree and the fuel consumption. The

(6)

1

(2) The maximum length of ﬂight path L max . As a UCAV must
reach the destination before it run out of all fuel, the total length
of the ﬂight path L must satisfy

L  L max

(7)
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P s that the habitat contains exactly S species. P s changes from
time t to time (t + t) as follows:

P s (t + t ) = P s (t )(1 − λs t − μs t )

+ P s−1 λs−1 t + P s+1 μs+1 t

(11)

where λs and μs are the immigration and emigration rates when
there are S species in the habitat. This equation holds because in
order to have S species at time (t + t), one of the following conditions must hold:
(1) There were S species at time t, and no immigration or emigration occurred between t and (t + t).
(2) There were (S − 1) species at time t, and one specie immigrated.
(3) There were (S + 1) species at time t, and one specie emigrated.
If time t is small enough so that the probability of more than
one immigration or emigration can be ignored, then taking the
limit of formula (11) as t → 0 gives the following equation

⎧
S =0
−(λs + μs ) P s + μs+1 P s+1 ,
⎪
⎨
•
−(λs + μs ) P s + λs−1 P s−1 + μs+1 P s+1 ,
Ps =
(12)
⎪
⎩ 1  S  S max − 1
−(λs + μs ) P s + λs−1 P s−1 ,
S = S max

Fig. 4. Species model of a habitat.

So the path planning model of UCAV can be expressed as the
minimization problem of Eq. (5) under the restriction conditions
(6)–(7).

3.1. Migration

3. Principles of the basic BBO algorithm
BBO is a novel population-based optimization technique for
solving global optimization problems. It is based on the concept
of biogeography, which deals with the distribution of species over
space and time. In the science of biogeography, a habitat is an ecological area that is inhabited by a particular plant or animal species
and is geographically isolated from other habitats. Each habitat is
considered as an individual and has its measure of goodness for
living which is known as the habitat suitability index (HSI). Habitats that are well suited as residences for biological species are
said to have a high HSI while habitats that are not good have a
low HSI. The HSI of a habitat depends upon a number of features
of the habitat, such as rainfall, diversity of vegetation, temperature,
land area, etc. Each of these features that characterize habitability is known as suitability index variables (SIVs). The dynamics of
the movement of the species among different habitats is mainly
governed by two parameters called immigration rate (λ) and emigration rate (μ) and these two parameters depends upon the number of species in the habitats. From immigration graph of Fig. 4,
the equation for immigration rate λk and emigration rate μk for k
number of species can be written as



k

λk = I 1 −
n
 
k
μk = E
n

BBO concept is mainly based on the two mechanisms. These are
migration and mutation.

In BBO algorithm, the candidate solutions for a problem are
considered as habitats. Each solution is associated with a ﬁtness
value which is analogous to the HSI of a habitat. High-HSI habitat represents a good solution and low-HSI habitat represents an
inferior solution. The emigration and immigration rates of each
solution are used to probabilistically share features between habitats. (The shared features do not disappear from the high-HSI
solutions.) Therefore, the migration operation, which is about emigration and immigration, are used to improve the solutions. For
a D-dimensional optimization problem, a habitat is a 1 × D array. The population consists of N P = n parameters vector X i , i =
1, 2, . . . , n. One option for implementing the migration operator is
shown in Fig. 5.
A procedure of elitism is introduced to preserve some of the
best habitats in the previous generation. These habitats are kept
from the migration operation by setting their immigration rate λ
to zero. This procedure, known as elitism operation, helps us to
prevent best solutions from being corrupted due to the process of
immigration.



(8)
(9)

where E and I are the maximum emigration rate and maximum
immigration rate, and n = S max is the maximum number of species
in a habitat.
We assume that each habitat has an identical species curve,
with E = I for normalization and simplicity, then combining (8)
and (9) gives

λk + μk = E

(10)

Mathematically, the concept of emigration and immigration can be
represented by a probabilistic model. Now consider the probability

Fig. 5. Algorithm for migration process of the BBO.
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4.2. Predator–prey concept

Fig. 6. Algorithm for mutation process of the BBO.

3.2. Mutation
It is well known that due to some natural calamities or other
events, HIS of a natural habitat might change suddenly from its
equilibrium value. In BBO, this event is represented by the mutation of SIV. The species count probabilities are used to determine
mutation rates. The probabilities of each species count are determined by the differential equation in (12). Mutation rate of each
set of solution can be calculated in terms of species count probability using the following equation:


m(s) = mmax

1 − Ps



P max

(13)

where m(s) is the mutation rate for habitat is contains S species,
mmax is the maximum mutation rate, P max is the maximum
probability. The algorithm for mutation process of BBO is shown
in Fig. 6.
This mutation scheme makes both high and low HIS solutions
likely to mutate, which gives them a chance for improving. The
procedure of mutation tends to increase diversity among the population.
4. Description of the proposed method
4.1. Chaos theory
Chaos theory is epitomized by the so-called “butterﬂy effect”
detailed by Lorenz [13]. Chaos is a general nonlinear but deterministic phenomenon in nature [10]. In this paper, a chaos variable is
introduced as a disturbance through the traditional method in order to optimize the search process.
The method of chaos optimization uses the logistic model:

xn+1 = f (xn ) = μxn (1 − xn )

(14)

where xn ∈ [0, 1].
μ is called logistic parameter. When μ equals to 4, the iterations produce values for a pseudo-random distribution. A very
small difference in the initial value of x would give rise to large
difference in its long-time behavior, which is the basic characteristic of chaos. We use this feature to avoid local convergence. Its
randomness ensures the capability conducting a large-scale search
and help to overcome the limitation of local best solutions. Therefore, after each generation of mutation, we can conduct the chaotic
search in the neighborhood of the current optimal parameters by
listing a certain number of new generated parameters through
chaotic process. In this way, we make use of the ergodicity and
irregularity of the chaotic variable to help the algorithm to jump
out of the local optimum as well as ﬁnding the optimal parameters. The experimental results in Section 5 show the eﬃciency of
our proposed method.

Predatory behavior is one of the most common phenomena
in nature, and many optimization algorithms are inspired by the
predator–prey strategy from ecology [6,4]. In nature, predators
hunt prey to guarantee their own survival, while the preys need
to be able to run away from predators. On the other hand, predators help to control the prey population while creating pressure
in the prey population. In this model, an individual in predator
population or prey population represents a solution, each prey in
the population can expand or get killed by predators based on its
ﬁtness value, and a predator always tries to kill preys with least
ﬁtness in its neighborhood, which represents removing bad solutions in the population. In this paper, the concept of predator–prey
is used to increase the diversity of the population, the predators
are modeled based on the worst solutions as Eq. (15) demonstrates:

P predator = P worst + ρ (1 − t /t max )

(15)

where P predator is the predator (a possible solution), P worst is the
worst solution in the population, t is the current iteration, while
t max is the maximum number of iterations and ρ is the hunting
rate. To model the interactions between predator and prey, Eq. (16)
is also used and this provides the solutions to maintain a distance
from the predator

P k+1 = P k + ρ e −|d| , d > 0
P k+1 = P k − ρ e −|d| , d < 0

(16)

where d is the distance between the solution and the predator,
and k is the current iteration.
4.3. Proposed chaotic predator–prey BBO (CPPBBO)
Due to the ﬂexibility, versatility and robustness in solving optimization problems, BBO algorithm has already aroused intense interest. However, there still exist some ﬂaws on this algorithm, such
as the large number of iterations to reach the global optimal solution and the tendency to converge to local best solutions. In order
to overcome these ﬂaws of the classical BBO algorithm, CPPBBO,
which integrates BBO with chaotic variable and the concept of
predator–prey, was proposed in our work. After the mutation of
each generation, conduct the chaotic search and the predator–prey
behavior in order to choose better solutions into next generation.
In this way, our proposed algorithm takes the advantage of the
characteristics of the chaotic variable and the predator–prey concept to make the individuals of sub generations distributed ergodically in the deﬁned space and thus to avoid from the premature
of the individuals, as well as to increase the speed of ﬁnding the
optimal solution.
The implementation procedure of our proposed BBO approach
to UCAV path planning can be described as follows:
Step 1. According to the environmental modeling in Section 2, initialize the detailed information about the path planning task, as
well as the threatened information including the coordinates of
threat centers, threat radii and threat levels. In order to simplify
the calculation, conduct the coordinate transformation on discrete
points related with the task according to formula (1).
Step 2. Initialize the BBO parameters, such as the maximum
species count S max and the maximum migration rates E and I (see
Fig. 4), the maximum mutation rate mmax , and an elitism parameter Keep. Initialize random population of D-dimensional parameters C  = { y  (1), y  (2), . . . , y  (k), . . . , y  ( D )} within the bound of
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Fig. 7. Procedure of our proposed method.

the battleﬁeld, which represent the y coordinates of each discrete
point as we discussed in Section 2, while the corresponding x co|S T |
ordinates could be easily obtained by the formula x  (k) = D +1 · k.
Each group of parameters can engender a path that leading the
UAV from the starting point S to the target point T , and the goal
is to ﬁnd the optimal combination of parameters that can provide
relatively satisfactory performance. Initialize a set of habitats, each
habitat corresponding to a potential solution to the given problem.
Initialize the starting iteration T = 1.
Step 3. According to the parameters of the generated habitats, calculate the cost of each path formed by relative parameters based
on formulas (2), (3), (4), (5). The smaller the cost value is, the better performance the path maintains. Based on the values of HSI,
elite habitats are identiﬁed.
Step 4. Use immigration and emigration to modify each non-elite
habitat probabilistically as described in Section 3.1 and recomputed
HSI of each modiﬁed habitat. Feasibility of a solution is veriﬁed
when each SIV satisﬁes equality and inequality constraints of generator as mentioned in the speciﬁc problem.
Step 5. Update the species count probability of each habitat. Then,
perform mutation operation on the habitats as discussed in Section 3.2 and recomputed each HSI value of new habitats.

Step 6. Conduct the chaotic search to those habitats having a
low HSI based on formula (14) after transforming the parameters
ranges into (0, 1). Among the engendered series of solutions, select
the best one and use it to replace a random elite habitat.
Step 7. Model the predators based on the worst solution as formula
(15) demonstrates. Then, use formula (16) to provide the other solutions to maintain a distance from the predator.
Step 8. If 1) the path is feasible (all the constraints fulﬁlled), safe
(out of all the threat areas), and short enough, or (2) T max is
reached, output the optimal parameters and optimal cost value.
Otherwise, go to Step 3.
The detailed procedure can also be shown with Fig. 7.
5. Comparative experimental results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CPPBBO
algorithm in this work, series of experiments are conducted in a
Matlab2012a programming environment on a PC with 1.2 GHz CPU.
Coordinates of the starting point are set as (10, 15), and the target
point as (80, 75). The UCAV ﬂy from starting point to target point.
In the ﬂight course, there exist 8 circular threat areas. Center of
the threat areas and corresponding threat radii and threat levels
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Information of threatening areas.
Threat center
Threat radius
Threat level

(59, 52)
10
9

(55, 80)
9
7

(27, 58)
9
3

(24, 33)
9
12

(12, 48)
12
1

(70, 65)
7
5

(70, 34)
12
13

(30, 70)
10
2
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Fig. 8. Comparative path planning results, D = 10.

The initial parameters of both classical BBO algorithm and
CPPBBO were adjusted as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Population size: S max = 60;
Maximum possible immigration rate: I = 1;
Maximum possible emigration rate: E = 1;
Maximum mutation rate: PmutationRate = 0.03;
Elitism parameter: Keep = 5;
Cycle counter: T max = 100.

Respectively assume D as 10 and 15 to carry our experiments,
the results of which are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11. In our work, in order to show the improvement of exploration ability with the chaos
theory and the predator–prey concept, we also described the performances of Chaotic BBO (CBBO) and Predator–Prey BBO (PPBBO).
When D = 10, the experimental results of classical BBO and
our proposed BBO algorithm have differences due to the calculating complexity as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. When the value of
D is increased to 15, we can see the superiority of our proposed
method over the classical BBO algorithm more clearly in the comparative experimental results shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
For comparison, we also used A∗ algorithm for this path planning problem. The optimization result by A∗ algorithm is as in
Fig. 12.
From Fig. 12, path planning result optimized by A∗ algorithm
may not satisfy all the constraints, while this is not a problem
for our proposed method as BBO algorithm can easily handle constraints.
To further prove the performance of our proposed method
against classical BBO algorithm, we run the program for 100 times
to obtain the mean minimum and the best minimum of our generated best path of each algorithm when D = 10. Results comparison
between four algorithms is shown in Table 2.
CPPBBO performs the best in terms of both average performance and the best performance, apparently showing that our
improved method can ﬁnd the feasible and optimal path for UCAV
more stable than classical BBO algorithm, and can effectively solve
the path planning problem of UCAV in complex combat ﬁeld environment.
From evolution curves of four algorithms, we see CBBO sometimes converged faster than CPPBBO, which actually shows the
effect of predator–prey concept because it aims to increase the diversity of the population and prevent the population getting into
local minimum solution, thus it reduce the convergence speed in
some degree, however, the ﬁnal result of CPPBBO is better than

Fig. 9. Evolution curves of four algorithms, D = 10.

CBBO as predator–prey concept really help the optimization process, especially in the last phase.
We have also made some analysis about parameter of the proposed algorithm:
(1) Population size S max : S max is an important parameter in
BBO algorithm, increase of S max would enlarge the search space
and result in a diversity of solutions. However, a too large S max
(S max = 200) may make the population converge slowly and require a large amount of computational effort. On the other hand,
a too small S max (S max = 15) would lead to local best solution.
After a number of simulations under different conditions (S max =
15, 60, 100, 200), we ﬁnally decide S max = 60 as it is suitable for
the path planning problem in this paper.
(2) Max possible im/emmigration rate: We assume that each
habitat has an identical species curve, with E = I for normalization
and simplicity, which means the immigration rate and emigration
rate of habitats ranges from 0 to 1.
(3) Maximum mutation rate mmax : Mutation operation tends to
increase diversity among the population, it makes low HIS solutions likely to mutate, which gives them a chance of improving.
However, a too high mutation rate may cause an excess of search
and is not beneﬁcial to the improvement of solutions. After numbers of simulations, we chose mmax to be 0.03, which is suitable
for this problem.
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Fig. 10. Comparative path planning results, D = 15.

Fig. 11. Evolution curves of four algorithms, D = 15.

From the above experimental results, we can clearly see that
using classical BBO algorithm could possibly lead to a path that
does not satisfy the requirements, especially when the optimized
dimension increases. Therefore, we make use of the ergodicity of
chaotic variable or the concept of predator–prey to help the classical BBO algorithm to jump out of the local best and obtain a
favorable path.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel CPPBBO approach for solving the UCAV
path planning problem in complex combat ﬁeld environment was
proposed. The generated path can ensure the maximum safety
with the minimum fuel cost of UCAV. Series of comparative simulation results were given to show that our proposed CPPBBO algorithm is more eﬃcient than basic BBO, CBBO and PPBBO in solving
the UCAV path planning problems.
Our future work will focus on the exact application of our proposed CPPBBO method in UCAV path re-planning and formation,
which are two challenging issues for UCAV.
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